The differential cross section of the g+ g--> t + t --> (b + T + v,) + ( b + 1 + iJ ,) process near threshold is derived. A significant angular correlation of the charged leptons is predicted. Observation of the angular correlation will indicate that the spin of the gluon is one and that depolarization of the top-quark due to hadronization is negligible.
The top(t)-quark is one of yet to be discovered particles in the standard model, and it is expected to be produced by hadron colliders through the subprocess g+ g ---+t+ t.
In this article we study the angular correlation of the charged leptons l(e-, f1.-, r-) and T(e+, f1.+, r+) produced in the process, (1) N ear threshold of the g + g---+ t + [ process the total angular momentum of the produced t [-pair is zero since the initial gluon-pair cannot be in J = 1 states. Therefore, the cross section of the process (1) near threshold is proportional to (2) if depolarization of the t-quark is negligible. In (2) AAA'hh' is the helicity amplitude of
is the decay amplitude of the t -quark ( [-quark) with helicity h (h'), and ~ indicates summation over helicities._ Depolarization of the t-quark is negligible because of the following reasons. Since the t-quark is considerably heavier than the W-boson (mt >89 GeV),I) its lifetime (~1/190 MeV for mt=110 GeV and ~ 1/320MeV for mt=120 GeV) is comparable to or shorter than the typical timescale of fragmentation ( ~ 1/200 MeV) and the t-quark may decay before forming aT-hadron (T-meson or T-baryon). Of course, some of produced t-quarks forms a T-hadron before its decay, after which the t-quark in the T-hadron decays into band W. In this case depolarization of the t-quarks in T-hadrons is negligible since the mass difference of the T-meson (ps-meson) and T*-meson (vector-meson), which is estimated to be about a few MeV, is far smaller than the decay width of the t-quark.
By making use of the relations, (3) which is valid near threshold and in the center of mass frame of the process (1) , and which is valid for the t-quark at rest, we obtain the following differential cross section of the process (1),
where (6) cj; is the angle between the directions of the charged leptons I and T, B stands for the branching ratio, and 10 and To are energies of I and T, respectively. In (3) and (4) particle symbols stand for the four-momenta of particles. Of course, the cross section (5) is valid near threshold and in the center of mass frame of the process (1). The relation (3) can be derived easily by using the helicity projection techniques,2) i.e., by noting The differential cross section (5) indicates that two charged leptons I and T tend to be produced in the same hemisphere. We find that the expectation value of coscj;, (coscj;>=(/· T>/Io To=I/3.
(7)
If the spin of the gluon is 0, the spin-parity of produced tT-pair near threshold is 1-. (The initial scalar or pseudoscalar gluon pair cannot be in the 0-state). Therefore, the cross section of the process (1) near threshold is proportional to (8) where 8 is the angle between directions of t-quark and a gluon. By using the helicity projection techniques, we find the following angular distribution of the lepton-pair from (8), I-coscj; +2cos 81cos82 ,
where 81 (82) is the angle between directions of a gluon and I (n. It is easy to distinguish two types of angular correlations, I-coscj;+2cos81cos82 and 1 + cos cj;.
Therefore, if the angular correlation (5) is discovered, it indicates that the t T -pair is produced in the J=O state and that the gluon is not a scalar particle but a vector particle. It also indicates that the produced t-quarks are not depolarized before they decay.
It has been found 3 ) that s -dependence of the differential cross section of the process (1) is rather significant and that we cannot neglect O(p2) correction terms to the angular correlation (5) for p2 /mt 2 "< 1/10, i.e.,s / 4mt2"< 1.1. Thus, we have to study the angular correlation of the charged leptons near threshold (S/4mt 2 :S1.I).
The total cross section of the g+ g--7 t + t process near threshold in the tree approximation is givenby4) (10)
The effect of the color-Coulomb interaction can approximately be included into the cross section (10) by multiplying it by the factor, (11)
In (12) </leO) and </loCO) are the Schroedinger wave function with and without the coloFCoulomb interaction at r=O, and (3 is the velocity of t and T in the center of mass frame of gg--7 t t . In the standard model dominant backgrounds to the process (1), i.e., events with a lepton-pair with large momenta, are W+ W--pair production with subsequent Z)) decays and ZO production. However, they are negligible for t T-pair production with mt:oS 150 Ge V since these weak bosons are produced by weak interaction. 6 )
In conclusion we have found that there is a significant angular correlation of the charged leptons from the top-quark and antitop-quark produced in the gluon fusion near threshold.
